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Summary 

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are either entirely disordered or contain disordered regions in 

their native state. IDPs were found to be abundant across all kingdoms of life, particularly in eukaryotes, 

and are implicated in numerous cellular processes. Experimental annotation of disorder lags behind the 

rapidly growing sizes of the protein databases and thus computational methods are used to close this 

gap and to investigate the disorder. MFDp2 is a novel webserver for accurate sequence-based prediction 

of protein disorder which also outputs well-described sequence-derived information that allows 

profiling the predicted disorder. We conveniently visualize sequence conservation, predicted secondary 

structure, relative solvent accessibility, and alignments to chains with annotated disorder. The 

webserver allows predictions for multiple proteins at the same time, includes help pages and tutorial, 

and the results can be downloaded as text-based (parsable) file. MFDp2 is freely available at 

http://biomine.ece.ualberta.ca/MFDp2/. 
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1 Introduction 

The intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), also called intrinsically unstructured or natively unfolded, are 

either entirely disordered or contain disordered regions in their native state. These highly flexible 

polypeptide chains form an ensemble of conformational states in vivo with no stable tertiary structure 

(1). Regions of IDP can exist as unfolded chains or molten globules with well-developed secondary 

structure and they often function through transition between differently folded states (2). 

Interest in IDPs continues to grow as these proteins were found to be implicated in numerous cellular 

processes including signal transduction, transcriptional regulation, and translation (3), cell death 

regulation (4), protein – DNA (5) and protein – protein (6) interactions. The disorder was demonstrated 

to play a role in several human diseases (7, 8), including AIDS (9), cancer (10), cardiovascular disease 

(11), neurodegenerative diseases (12, 13), genetic diseases (14), and amyloidosis (15). Moreover, IDPs 

have been shown to be abundant in across various organisms (16–20). 



Prediction of disorder from protein sequences provides means to annotate and functionally characterize 

disorder for the ever growing number of protein chains. The MFDp2 (21) webserver can be used to 

predict and analyze per-residue intrinsic disorder probability given a protein sequence. Although many 

alternative disorder predictors are available (22–24), recent evaluation shows that MFDp2 is among the 

most accurate predictors (21). Moreover, the MFDp2 webserver outputs a well-described profile that 

visualizes certain relevant structural and functional aspects of the predicted disorder. Our method 

utilizes per-residue predictions generated by MFDp (25), which are corrected to match disorder content 

predicted by DisCon (26). Predictions are also filtered using post-processing filters and are enriched with 

alignment to known disorder regions available in PDB (27) and a curated repository of IDPs, Disprot (28), 

which improves predictions quality. MFDp2 is available as an easy to use webserver that not only 

predicts the disorder, but it also provides and conveniently visualizes per-residue conservation, list of 

aligned disordered regions from our template database, and several predicted structural characteristics 

of the input protein, such as secondary structure (predicted by PSIPRED (29)) and relative solvent 

accessibility (predicted by Real-SPINE3 (30)). This additional information is useful to profile the predicted 

disorder, e.g., to gain insights into how the disorder was predicted (from alignment, from MFDp, etc.) 

and to characterize the underlying structural properties (conservation, solvent accessibility, etc.). The 

webserver allows predictions to be downloaded as parsable text files, which facilitates downstream 

analysis. For convenience, these text files can be downloaded in two formats: as comma-separable CSV 

and/or FASTA. The webserver allows for analysis of sets of up to 100 proteins. 

2 Materials 

The webserver is designed to be simple to use. The submission page includes a text field where up to 

100 protein sequences in FASTA format can be pasted and another text field for a user e-mail. Server 

also provides an option to submit proteins in FASTA-formatted file. The e-mail is optional and is used to 

send notification once the predictions are completed. The results are also shown and linked directly in a 

browser window after the prediction process starts. The help and tutorial page can be accessed at the 

top of the main webserver page. It explains how to use the webserver and provides detailed 

explanations on how to read the results. Individual subsections of the help and tutorial page are 

hyperlinked within this page and from the pages that the user encounters when interacting with the 

server to ease finding of this information. The explanations are supplemented with annotated 

screenshots. The “?” buttons are placed thorough all webserver pages next to the sections which may 

require explanation. These buttons implement direct hyperlinks to the help and hints related to the 

corresponding section/task 

The MFDp2 uses other programs to perform and to visualize predictions. Our method predicts the 

disorder utilizing predictions generated by MFDp and DisCon, as well as alignment using PSI-BLAST (31). 

The profile that accompanies the prediction includes information about residues conservation, protein 

secondary structure predicted by PSIPRED and solvent accessibility predicted by Real-SPINE3. 

The webserver, which includes help pages and tutorial, is freely available at 

http://biomine.ece.ualberta.ca/MFDp2/ 



3 Methods 

3.1 Running MFDp2 

Three easy steps should be followed to use the MFDp2 webserver (step numbers are given in Figure 1): 

1. Copy and paste protein sequences list in the FASTA format into text field or upload FASTA 

formatted file (an "Example" button may be used to see an example input of the FASTA format) 

(see Notes 1 and 2). 

2. Provide e-mail address (optional). If e-mail is provided, a notification e-mail will be sent once the 

results are ready. The notification will include a web address where the results are stored (see 

Note 3). 

3. Click "Run MFDp2" button to start the predictions (see Note 4). 

Once the prediction is finished, the user is directed to the results that are available through two web 

pages: “results summary page” and “detailed results page”. 

 

Figure 1.  Screenshot of MFDp2 input form on the main webserver page. The large red numbers annotate major elements on 

this page. 

3.2 Results summary page 

This page provides overview of predictions made by MFDp2 webserver for all submitted proteins and 

contains links to more detailed per-protein pages (see “detailed results page” section below). Following 

options and information are available (numbered options are shown in Figure 2): 



1. Predictions may be downloaded  as .csv or .fasta file (see “Downloading the predictions” section 

below) 

2. Summary of results shows brief statistics of the predicted disorder followed by per-residue 

binary disorder prediction for each submitted protein (see Note 5). 

3. More detailed predictions for a given protein can be accessed by clicking on the protein name or 

sequence. 

Figure 2. Screenshot of MFDp2 results summary page. The large red numbers annotate major elements on this page. 

3.3 Detailed results page 

This page provides more detailed information about the predicted disorder for a given protein. The 

following options and information are available (numbered options are annotated in Figure 3): 

1. The menu on the top of the page contains links that the user may utilize to navigate this page. 

2. Overview includes brief statistics concerning the predicted disorder, such as disorder content, 

number of disordered regions, and number of templates with aligned disorder regions, followed 

by the per-residue binary disorder prediction (see Note 5)  



3. Per-residue disorder profiles. The profile includes conveniently visualized information 

concerning per-residue conservation (denoted “R.Ent”), predicted secondary structure (denoted 

“SS”), disorder profiles predicted with MFDp (denoted “MFDp”), predicted relative solvent 

accessibility (denoted “RSA”), and aligned disorder segments (denoted “BLAST”) (see Notes 6 

and 7). The profile is color coded to ease the interpretation, where a spectrum of colors 

between red and green (except of for the conservation) corresponds to the bias towards 

disordered and ordered conformations, respectively. Conservation information is color coded 

from white, corresponding to the least conserved residues, to black for the most conserved 

amino acids. 

4. Segments section shows a set of basic statistics including length and position of the disordered 

segment in the sequence. 

5. Alignments section lists all template proteins which were used to generate prediction (see Note 

8). Beside the basic alignment statistics, the alignment itself is presented together with the 

annotated predicted disorder and actual disorder label for the query and subject proteins, 

respectively.  



 

Figure 3. Screenshot of MFDp2 detailed results page. The large red numbers annotate major elements on this page. 

3.4 Downloading the predictions 

This form, available on the results summary page, allows a user to download the predictions. The 

resulting file always contains the protein sequence and the MFDp2 predictions, including both per-

residue probabilities and binary predictions. Following options, which are numbered in Figure 4, are 

available: 



1. This box should be selected to include information about the per-residue conservation 

expressed by relative entropy (32). The entropy values are calculated using weighted observed 

percentages (WOP) matrix generated by PSI-BLAST. 

2. These boxes should be selected to include Secondary Structure (SS) predicted by PSIPRED (both 

per-residue probabilities and 3 state predictions are available). 

3. These boxes should be selected to include Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) predicted by Real-

SPINE3 (both per-residue probabilities and binary predictions are available). 

4. This box should be selected to include disorder predicted by MFDp (predecessor of MFDp2) 

(both per-residue probabilities and binary predictions will be added). 

5. This box should be selected to include disorder content predicted by DisCon. 

6. The selected set of predictions can be downloaded in either .csv (see Note 9) or .fasta (see Note 

10) format. 

 

Figure 4. Screenshot of the form that offers options concerning downloading of the predictions. 

4 Case studies 

MFDp, which is MFDp2’s predecessor, has been used in a number of studies that characterize 

abundance and functional roles of intrinsic disorder in HIV-1 proteome (9), histone proteins (5), and in 

proteins involved in the programmed cell death (4). MFDp2 was not yet utilized in a similar fashion since 

it was published only recently. To this end, we present results of two case studies that apply MFDp2 to 

analyze intrinsic disorder in the E6 protein from the human papillomavirus, and in the phosphatase and 

tensin homolog (PTEN) protein. 

4.1 E6 protein 

There are more than 100 different types of human papillomaviruses (HPVs), which are the causative 

agents of benign papillomas/warts and are risk factors for the development of carcinomas of the genital 

tract, head and neck, and epidermis. HPVs infect mucosal and cutaneous stratified squamous epithelia 

and are divided into high-risk and low-risk viruses based on their pathogenicity (33). For example, HPV-6 

and HPV-11 DNAs are the predominant types found in genital warts (condyloma accuminata), whereas 

HPV-16 and HPV-18 DNAs are the predominantly associated with cervical carcinoma. Thus, HPV-6 and 

HPV-11 are referred to as low-risk (with respect to the cervical cancer) and HPV-16 and HPV-18 are 

referred to as the high-risk types. 



E6 is one of the two oncoproteins of HPV that are responsible for HPV-mediated malignant cell 

progression, leading ultimately to an invasive carcinoma. Protein E6 acts as an oncoprotein in the high-

risk HPVs and promotes tumorigenesis by stimulating cellular degradation of the tumor suppressor p53 

via formation of a trimeric complex comprising E6, p53, and the cellular ubiquitination enzyme E6AP (34, 

35). In addition, E6 displays numerous activities unrelated to p53. These include but are not limited to 

the recognition of a variety of other cellular proteins, such as transcription coactivators p300/CBP (36, 

37) and ADA3 (38); transcription factors c-Myc (39) and IRF3 (40); replication protein hMCM7 (41); DNA 

repair proteins MGMT (42); protein kinases PKN (43) and Tyk2 (44); Rap-GTPase activating protein 

E6TP1 (45); tumor necrosis factor receptor TNF-R1 (46); apoptotic protein Bak (47); clathrin-adaptor 

complex AP-1 (48); focal adhesion component paxillin (48) calcium-binding proteins E6BP (49) and 

fibulin-1 (50); and several members of the PDZ protein family including hDLG (51), hScrib (52), MAGI-1 

(53), and MUPP1 (54). Furthermore, E6 activates or represses several cellular or viral transcription 

promoters (40, 55–57), e.g., it induces transcriptional activation of the gene encoding the 

retrotranscriptase of human telomerase (58, 59). In addition, E6 recognizes four-way DNA junctions (60, 

61). The function of the low risk HPV E6 is less well studied. However, the low risk E6 lacks a number of 

activities which correlate with the oncogenic activity of the high risk HPV E6. For example, the low risk 

E6 does not bind PDZ proteins (51) or E6TP1 (45) and does not target p53 for degradation (34, 62). Like 

the high risk E6, the low risk E6 binds MCM7 (41) and Bak (47) and inhibits p300 acetylation of p53 (63).  

Sequence alignments of E6 proteins from numerous HPV subtypes suggested the presence of two zinc-

binding motifs, which are 37 residues long regions that contain four cysteines distributed in a CxxC-

(29x)-CxxC motif (64). The sequence of E6 protein can be divided into five regions (65–68): the N-

terminal tail (residues 1-36), the N-terminal zinc-binding motif (residues 37-73), the linker region 

(residues 74-110), the C-terminal zinc-binding motif (residues 110-146), and the C-terminal tail (residues 

147-158) (using the 158-residue numbering of HPV-16 protein E6). Based on the now available structural 

data on the N- and C-terminal domains of E6 is has been concluded that this protein contains two well-

structured regions that correspond to functional domains (residues 12-71 and 80-143) and three 

unstructured fragments, N-tail (residues 1-11), C-tail (residues 144-153) and the interdomain linker 

(residues 72-80) (69). 



> HPV-6 
        10         20         30         40         50         60         70         80  

MESANASTSA TTIDQLCKTF NLSMHTLQIN CVFCKNALTT AEIYSYAYKH LKVLFRGGYP YAACACCLEF HGKINQYRHF 

        90        100        110        120        130        140        150  

DYAGYATTVE EETKQDILDV LIRCYLCHKP LCEVEKVKHI LTKARFIKLN CTWKGRCLHC WTTCMEDMLP  

> HPV-16 
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MHQKRTAMFQ DPQERPRKLP QLCTELQTTI HDIILECVYC KQQLLRREVY DFAFRDLCIV YRDGNPYAVC DKCLKFYSKI 

        90        100        110        120        130        140        150  

SEYRHYCYSL YGTTLEQQYN KPLCDLLIRC INCQKPLCPE EKQRHLDKKQ RFHNIRGRWT GRCMSCCRSS RTRRETQL 

 

Figure 5. MFDp2 predictions for the HPV-6 (UniProt ID: P06462) and HPV-16 (UniProt ID: P03126) proteins. Ordered and 

disordered residues are shown on green and red background, respectively. The graphical representation of predicted 

disorder along the HPV-16 protein sequence is shown below (see Note 10). 

Earlier, based on the bioinformatics analysis of proteins from the low- and high-risk HPVs it has been 

concluded that high-risk HPVs are characterized by the increased amount of intrinsic disorder in 

transforming proteins E6 and E7 (70, 71). In agreement with these earlier studies, our analysis using 

MFDp2 revealed the noticeable difference in the disorder levels of E6 proteins from HPV-6 (3.3%) and 

HPV-16 (14.6%). The most disordered parts of the E6 from HPV-16 are its N- and C-terminal tails (see 

Figure 5). Since the major structural difference between the E6 proteins from the low- and high-risk 

HPVs is the presence of disordered tails in the high-risk HPV proteins, and since the high-risk E6 proteins 

are characterized by a broader functional spectrum, it is tempting to hypothesize that the higher binding 

promiscuity of the E6 proteins from high-risk HPVS is due to the intrinsically disordered nature of their 

N- and C-terminal regions. 

4.2 PTEN protein 

Phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a 403 amino acid protein/lipid phosphatase, is the second 

most frequently mutated tumor suppressor after p53 (72). PTEN acts as a dual-specificity protein 

phosphatase, dephosphorylating tyrosine-, serine- and threonine-phosphorylated proteins and also 

functions as a lipid phosphatase that converts phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-triphosphate (PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 

or PIP3) to phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PtdIns(4,5)P2 or PIP2). PTEN regulates the 

Phosphoinositide 3-Kinase/Akt/mammalian Target Of Rapamycin (PI3K/Akt/mTOR) pathway involved in 

oncogenic signaling, cell proliferation, survival and apoptosis, which are under the control of several 

growth factors (73). Its protein phosphatse activity is under investigation and it was recently shown that 

PTEN autodephosphorylates itself utilizing its protein phosphatase activity (74). Within the nucleus, 

PTEN maintains chromosomal stability during cell-division (75). PTEN loss causes uncontrolled cell 

proliferation and accumulation of mutations in cells, causing cancer. Indeed, deficiency and 

dysregulation of PTEN drives endometrial, prostate and brain cancers, and causes neurological defects 

(76–79).  



> PTEN 

        10         20         30         40         50         60         70         80  

MTAIIKEIVS RNKRRYQEDG FDLDLTYIYP NIIAMGFPAE RLEGVYRNNI DDVVRFLDSK HKNHYKIYNL CAERHYDTAK 
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TKNDLDKANK DKANRYFSPN FKVKLYFTKT VEEPSNPEAS SSTSVTPDVS DNEPDHYRYS DTTDSDPENE PFDEDQHTQI 

 

TKV 

 

Figure 6. MFDp2 predictions for the PTEN protein (UniProt ID: P60484). Ordered and disordered residues are shown on green 

and red background, respectively. The graphical representation of predicted disorder along the PTEN protein sequence is 

shown below (see Note 10). 

The lipid phosphatase activity of PTEN is modulated via membrane association (80). The active form of 

PTEN anchors to the plasma membrane via its PIP2 binding module (PBM) and C2 domain, providing 

conformational accessibility to the catalytic phosphatase domain that converts PIP3 to PIP2 (80). Cancer 

causing mutations in PTEN may occur within or outside of the catalytic domain; mutations of the latter 

type inhibit PTEN function by preventing its membrane association (81).  

Crystal structure of the central fragment of PTEN (amino acid position 7 to 353) was determined (82). In 

spite of many attempts, the structure of three regions; i.e., the N-terminus (residues 1-13), the CBR3 

loop (residues 280-314) and the C-terminal tail (residues 354-403), remains undetermined due to their 

highly dynamic nature (82). Of particular interest is the C-tail which has been recently found to regulate 

PTEN intra-molecular interactions that dictate its membrane association, function, and stability through 

multiple phosphorylation events mediated by several kinases (83–85). In agreement with this structural 

data, computational analysis with MFDp2 revealed that this protein possesses 36% disordered residues, 

see Figure 6. In fact, PTEN is a hybrid protein that by prediction contains 7 short (< 30 residues) 

disordered segments and one long (>60 residues) C-terminally-located disordered region. Importantly, 

most of the predicted disordered regions of PTEN (residues 1-17, 38-49, 73-78, 89-99, 112-118, 158-163, 

167-192, and 341-403) correspond either to the terminal segments (residues 1-17 and 351-403) that 

were experimentally shown to be disordered or to the flexible loops (residues 40-48, 72-84, 91-98, and 

160-169). As far as the CBR3 loop (residues 280-314) is concerned, this segment is predicted to have 

increased flexibility, since its disorder score is close to the 0.5 threshold. 

5 Notes 

1. Server accepts up to 100 protein sequences 

2. Due to a limitation of one of the methods that is used to generate MFDp predictions 

(HHSearch), the sever sometimes cannot process neither extremely short (< 15 residues) nor 

very long (> 1000 residues) protein chains. In the rare event when the server is unable to 

generate predictions, the results for proteins for which predictions are ready will be displayed, 



and proteins which were not predicted will have appropriate annotation informing about the 

unavailability of the results. 

3. Direct hyperlink to the results is provided once the “Run MFDp2!” button is pressed. User 

should store this link for future reference. The same link is sent via e-mail, if the e-mail address 

was provided. 

4. The MFDp2’s execution time is approximately 5-15 minutes for an average size protein chain. 

The time is mostly determined by the runtime to run PSI-BLAST. 

5. Green letters represent residues predicted as ordered and red letters correspond to the 

predicted disordered residues. The border around a given protein is also color coded based on 

its disorder content, green border indicates proteins with low disorder content, whereas red 

border indicates protein with high disorder content. 

6. The predicted per-residue intrinsic disorder probabilities are also available in the raw form in 

the files that can be downloaded from the “Results summary” page. 

7. The profile is color coded to ease the interpretation. Values of the abovementioned 

characteristics (conservation, secondary structure, etc.) which are associated with disordered 

residues are shown in red while values associated with order are shown in green. The profile 

includes the following information: 

• SEQ – AA sequence, GREEN letters represent residues predicted as ordered, and RED 

letters correspond to the predicted disordered residues. 

• Pos – enumerates residues positions in the sequence. Number is displayed every ten 

residues, the last digit of the number overlaps with the enumerated residue. 

• R. Ent – per-residue conservation score expressed as relative entropy which is calculated 

using weighted observed percentages (WOP) matrix generated by PSI-BLAST 

• SS – three state Secondary Structure (SS) predicted by PSIpred (colors correspond to: 

blue – coil, red – alpha helix, yellow – beta sheet). 

• MFDp – disorder probability predicted by MFDp. 

• RSA – values of the relative solvent accessibility predicted by Real-SPINE3. 

• BLAST – probability of disorder assessed by PSI-BLAST alignment to the database with 

proteins with annotated disorder segments. 

8. Aligned template’s protein name is a clickable link that points to the PDB or DisProt entry for 

this protein. 

9. In the .csv file each line starts with a user-given protein name, the type of information that 

the line provides and the corresponding information. These three fields are comma separated. 

Example .csv file follows: 

 

DP00582,AA Sequence,Q,D,K,C,K,K,V,Y,E,... 

DP00582,MFDp2 probabilities,0.499,0.499,0.466,0.435,0.408,0.386,0.366,0.348,0.331,... 

DP00582,MFDp2 binary,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,... 

 

10. Each .fasta file starts with a header that identifies format of the subsequent data, and then the 

data is outputted for each protein. Example .fasta file follows: 

 

#File format: 

#>Protein name 



#AA Sequence 

#MFDp2 probabilities - separated by comma 

#MFDp2 binary 

>DP00582 

QDKCKKVYE... 

0.499,0.499,0.466,0.435,0.408,0.386,0.366,0.348,0.331,... 
000000000... 
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